
GENERAL EQUIPMENT INSPECTION DETAILS

This is an inspection that is completed by a contracted agency and represents a visual inspection of this 
equipment or property. Agency is not responsible for hidden damages or mechanical failures in the future of 
this equipment as this is a visual inspection. This inspection is completed without any warranty from the 
inspection. Whether it be "Expressed or Implied" This inspection report will follow with illustrations of the 
equipment and the written form of what we are able to visually inspect. By accepting this inspection or estimate 
you are agreeing indemnify, defend, save and hold harmless the the providing company of this repair/estimate, 
its agents and employees from all liabilities, charges, expenses and costs on account of or by reason of any 
such injuries, deaths, liabilities, claims, suits or losses however occurring or damages growing out of the same.

2008 TEREX E225P PORTABLE COUNTERFLOW DRUM PLANT

Ad Number # 8345 
Year: 2008 
Location: Indiana 
Manufacturer: Van Hool 
Model: 225P 
VIN: 109 
Engine: NON POWER UNIT 
Horsepower:
Transmission: NOT APPLICABLE 
Mileage: 0 
Hours:
ECM Mileage:0 
ECM Hours:
Running:
Inspected By:

http://afequip.nx.gg/view/listing/8345

Description

Overall the equipment is in fair/average condition for its age and use. • The main computerized plant control 
system is incomplete, and will need to be re-componentized, upgraded, or replaced. It would make sense to 
the let an eventual new owner do that to their own specifications. • There are some obvious repair items which 
will need to be addressed and/or inspected/tested more thoroughly. It would make sense to the let an eventual 
new owner do that to their own specifications. • The only way to conclusively ascertain the plant’s operational 
status would be to re-erect the plant, power it up, install a control system, and conduct a test run. Typically, 
this is done each time a plant is moved – it is set up, re-calibrated, the “bugs” worked out, and then put into 
operation. It would make sense to let an eventual new owner do that to their own specifications. • The 
equipment will, if left unused/un-operated, will deteriorate over time. • The drum should be rotated periodically 
to ensure that the pillow blocks/bearings, rollers, etc. do not “flatten”.

Additional Information



Physical Appearance

AFEquip.com is not responsible for hidden damages or mechanical failures as this is only a visual inspection



Mechanical Detail
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